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ABSTRACT 

Since the Cold War, the United States believes in less militarized foreign policy, anchored more on diplomacy, aid, and 

democracy-building efforts than military intervention. Nonetheless, this belief was largely short-lived after Saddam 

Hussein invaded Kuwait and the September 9/11 attacks on the United States. The United States welcomed hard power, 

or rather power projection, to those it believed to threaten international peace and stability and homeland security. By 

2011, the United States found itself trapped in a region where it can neither transform nor leave due to its interest, allies, 

and adversaries. The public's cost-benefit analysis established that the US's military intervention in the Middle East was 

long overdue and resulted in extensive military expenditure. While the United States cannot ignore notable challenges 

that beset the Middle East region, especially the humanitarian crisis in Syria, Yemen, Egypt, Israel's vulnerability, and 

oil interest, Washington has taken a strategic approach. This paper argues for the retreating role of the US in the Middle 

East since 2011, with troops withdrawing from conflict areas and sustaining a non-intervention approach. Nonetheless, 

the United States continues to take a keen interest in five critical factors without resolving power projection: nuclear 

armament, ensuring the oil trade, fighting terrorism, protecting Israel, and promoting democratization. 

Keywords: Arab Springs, Geopolitics, Hegemony Middle East, Isolationist, Power Projection, United 

States. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The American voters reflected lethargy over the 

apparently endless wars in the Middle East, the cost of 

supporting troops in hostile territories, and concerns over 

the loss of lives in the last three presidential elections. 

The pacifist candidates towards the Middle East 

intervention won. Recent studies found that 50 per cent 

of Americans believe Washington should "let middle 

Easterners resolve their conflicts," and 25 per cent stated 

that the United States should leave the region altogether 

[11]. While such undertones have prevailed in the 

contemporary views regarding the United States, it is 

crucial to examine the United States' foreign policy 

keenly to understand Washington's views on the Middle 

East. Firstly, the Middle Eastern region has been of vital 

interest for United States foreign policy dating back to 

the Red Line Agreement (1924) and the Anglo-American 

Petroleum Agreement (1944), with critical interests 

being petroleum control and economic involvement. 

Following the Iraq invasion in Kuwait leading to the 

2003 Iraq War and the September 9/11 attacks on the 

Twin Towers, the United States' foreign policy on the 

Middle East took a new turn. It was an opportunity for 

Washington to establish a "new world order." While the 

United States' objectives, which include promoting 

democracy, defeating terrorist groups, and safeguarding 

human rights, were genuine, new realities hit by the end 

of 2011. Washington realized their stay in the Middle 

East was overdue. The paper is divided into three main 

sections; the first provides a brief perspective on the 

United States' role in the Middle East before 2011, the 

second part makes a case for retreat. Here, two main 

issues present: the significant changes within the foreign 

policy landscape and the Middle East dynamics. The 

paper ends with a counterargument on the US retreating 

and a conclusion. 

2. THE US'S PRE-2011 ROLE IN THE 

MIDDLE EAST 

The discussion on American foreign policy, 

especially in the Middle Eastern region, is a confusing 

elixir of normative proposals and questionable empirical 
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assertions. Nonetheless, to understand the United States' 

policies, it is essential to consider the American 

commitment as a global leader after the Second World 

War. Scholars must appreciate how other nations view 

the United States' foreign policy and consider the actual 

American military presence [11]. The discussion on the 

"how US role in the Middle East has been retreating since 

2011" takes three primary dimensions. Firstly, the post-

World War II theorist argues that the United States 

became a hegemony, exerting power dominance and 

leadership worldwide [2] [29]. Washington has taken a 

fundamental interest in Middle East affairs based on 

unique perspectives; (a) it is a crucial determinant of the 

United States national's security; (b) the United States 

has constantly asserted its need to restore global peace 

and stability; and (c) economic interests. 

Several theoretical arguments support US foreign 

policy and involvement in the Middle East and, equally, 

the retreat. Gause [11] argues that the United States 

policy attitudes and action towards the Middle East are 

anchored on realism- the general pursuit of national 

interest disguised as moral concerns. Here, the realists 

propose that the international system is an anarchist 

(lacking central authority). Thus, actors are concerned 

with their security, pursue their interests and struggle for 

power [7] [28]. While there have been legitimate reasons, 

including Kuwait's sovereignty (after Saddam's invasion) 

and national security in the nuclear world, Washington's 

"bigger picture" has always been oil, Israel, and anti-

communism [15]. By the end of World War II, the United 

States' response to various fiscal and safety issues within 

the Middle East grew significantly. Based on the realist 

model, the United States' interest within the region 

includes ensuring strategic oil access in the Gulf, 

supporting, and safeguarding Israel sovereignty, and 

defending friendly regimes, that is, those supporting the 

United States ideals [15]. There have been vital security 

interests, including resisting Islamic movement groups 

that threaten the United States' national security, such as 

Hamas, Al-Qaeda, and the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria 

(ISIS). 

3. THE CASE FOR RETREAT: NEW 

DYNAMICS FOR FOREIGN POLICY: THE 

FOREIGN AFFAIRS LANDSCAPE HAS 

SIGNIFICANTLY CHANGED SINCE 2011, 

INSTIGATING CHANGE IN THE UNITED 

STATES' ROLE 

By 2011 significant changes occurred in the United 

States and globally, introducing new dynamics to 

Washington's foreign policy approaches, especially those 

of the Middle East. Firstly, the Soviet Union that long 

effected the American foreign policy was no more [10]. 

Here, the Cold War commentaries on foreign policy 

argue that part of the US's occupation in the Middle East 

was to prevent Soviet Union influence within the region 

[32]. For example, the United States' attempts to 

influence the Iranian election (1979) were anchored on 

fears of pro-Russian establishment, which could 

negatively influence the United States' power stature. 

The subsequent decline of the Soviet Union meant that 

the United States lived in a different world from when 

the Middle East was central to East-West rivalry. 

Nonetheless, while the decline of the Soviet Union meant 

new dawn for Middle East relations, notable events 

around 2011 marked a significant departure for the 

United States. 

Firstly, the United States' foreign policy in the Middle 

East have radically changed. Here, scholars identify two 

perspectives influencing the US foreign policy in the 

Middle East: hard and soft powers. On the hard powers 

side, following the 9/11 attack, the United States declared 

war on terrorist groups and countries that, from 

Washington's point of view, harboured the terrorist 

groups [9] [22]. The Middle Eastern region mainly, Iraq 

and Afghanistan, were considered critical points for anti-

American factions, including the Al-Qaeda and Taliban 

[6] [20]. Subsequently the 9/11 key mastermind Osama 

bin Laden was killed on 2 May 2011 also shows the 

United States hard powers in Middle East. In soft powers, 

according to Jenkins [16], Officials in Washington noted 

that within 18-24 months of the United States invasion in 

Afghanistan, the al Qaeda were degraded to mere 

"propaganda arm" and had been strategically defeated. 

On 13 Jun. 2002, the United States supported the election 

of Hamid Karzai as the first democratically elected 

candidate to lead the nation. Roughly ten years since 

declaring war on Middle Eastern countries harbouring 

terrorism, and showed it's hard and soft power, a lot of 

policy change had achieved by the United States.  

Notably, President Obama declared his intention to 

pivot Washington's foreign policy efforts from the 

Middle East to Asia. In November 2011, approximately 

three years into his term, President Barrack Obama stated 

that  

"The tide of war is receding. Now, even as we remove 

our last troops from Iraq, we are beginning to bring our 

troops home from Afghanistan, where we've begun a 

transition to Afghan security and leadership" [33]. 

Following President Obama's remarks, the 

administration chose to let the Status of Forces 

Agreement with Iraq lapse, sending the US forces 

stationed in the nation home. Since 2011, there have been 

restraint undertones in the United States foreign policy 

majority postulating that the US should depart from the 

Middle East. However, some argue that Middle Eastern 

countries are relatively stable and no longer a threat to 

the United States' peace and stability [34]. The restraint 

camps propose that we should no longer waste resources 

on overseas commitments. There is no longer much value 

(as it was after the September 9/11 attacks) to secure 

geographically strategic points in the Middle East since 
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the United States security does not depend on it. The 

United States' challenge and interest have changed since 

2011 like Painter and Baohui make two arguments 

regarding the United States retreating from the Middle 

East; (a) Washington no longer depends on the Middle 

East for oil stability, and (b) China and North Korea 

presents new challenges [5] [24]. The change of US 

dependency on Middle Eastern energy due to fracking 

technology has influenced policy changes. The United 

States has decided to 'pivot" its interest on China, an 

emerging hegemony challenger. Also, there have been 

calls within the United States to increase expenditure on 

military assets.  

While the United States is inevitably present in 

different parts of the world since 2011, the 

administrations have shown commitment to scaling back 

responsibilities and obligations abroad. President 

Obama's addresses on reducing and subsequently 

withdrawing troops from Iraq marked a new foreign 

policy-isolationism for starters. While President Obama 

is not considered an "isolationist," according to many 

scholars, he laid the blueprint for future American policy 

anchored on focusing on the United States economy and 

“people” [13] [21] [30]. The isolationist doctrine entails 

policy to isolate a country from affairs of other nations 

by declining to intervene in international affairs, 

agreements, and attempts to make the country self-reliant 

[17] [19]. The isolationist hypothesis supports a country's 

regard to its interest and minimal efforts to exert external 

pressure on non-issue [34]. With President Donald 

Trump's election, the United States welcomed the 

isolationist reality, and the administration committed 

itself to remove troops around the world. One of the key 

commitments under President Trump's plan was the 

withdrawal of troops from the region that he described as 

full of "sand and death," reasserting his predecessors to 

the retreating role. 

Several documented incidents demonstrated the 

United States' retreat in the Middle East from a foreign 

policy perspective. Besides the United States' 

declarations of the withdrawal of troops from Iraq and 

Afghanistan (discussed earlier), two critical recent events 

demonstrate America's accelerated retreat in the Middle 

East. In September 2019, Iranian missile truck the oil 

facilities of Saudi's Aramco. Since Saudi Arabia is a close 

ally to Washington, people expected the United States to 

act or stage an international foreign policy response [25]. 

Instead, the United States did nothing leading to 

speculation of the future of the United States as a key 

strategic ally to some Middle East countries. 

Subsequently, President Trump announced a pull-out of 

American troops from Syria. Notable foreign policy 

commentaries The New York Times argue that the United 

States abandoned its Kurdish allies and left the people to 

the mercy of the Turkish military offensive by leaving 

Syria [26]. 

4. THE MIDDLE EAST IS NOW A 

COMPLEX REGION 

The Middle East has been shaken by unrest in recent 

years, through increased violence and instability caused 

by the Arab springs uprising and the spread of Islamist-

extremist terrorist organizations with strong anti-Western 

ideology. For the United States, most countries in the 

Middle East present the fundamental challenge and 

necessitate a cost-benefit analysis [14] [31]. When the 

United States departed from Iraq in 2011, there was little 

for the massive military investment or earlier allegation 

that Saddam has weapons of mass destruction. Despite 

the United States invasion of Iraq, the region is of 

massive interest to global security. The rise of Islamic 

State militants complicated the United States' efforts 

within the region, and, according to Washington, there 

was no longer a critical strategic vantage point [7]. With 

instability within the Iraqi region, President Obama's 

administration considered retreat. 

Syria is another nation of interest introducing 

complexities for the United States administration. 

Afghanistan and Pakistan are equally volatile regions 

with critical concerns about whether the United States 

has significantly prepared the government to deal with 

Taliban and Al Qaeda resurgence within the region [29]. 

The President Biden administration has indicted its 

commitment towards withdrawing troops by the end of 

the year 2021. These efforts are primarily influenced by 

significant military expenditure, public calls for cost-

benefit analysis, and, more importantly, challenges 

within the region. Indeed, the United States cannot be 

embroiled in conflict to infinity. 

Although nothing to do with the United States' 

intervention, some countries within the Middle East still 

have had a fair share of volatility. The rise of Arab 

springs in 2011, which saw the ouster of President Hosni 

Mubarak in 2011, marked a significant change in 

geopolitics within the region [4] [18]. On the one side, 

the people involved in Arab springs seem to uphold the 

American thesis for fundamental freedoms, democracy, 

and removal of the authoritarian regime. However, on the 

other side, after the US-NATO involvement in Libya, 

there have been criticisms of the United States' efforts to 

restore stability in the region. Interestingly, during the 

Egypt uprising, the United States was significantly a 

bystander choosing not to intervene. A similar narrative 

prevails in the Libya situation whereby the United States 

and NATO airstrikes made the ouster of Moammar 

Gadhafi [12].  At the same time, Libya descended into 

anarchy, including the attacks on Benghazi. The 

subsequent closure of the United States embassy in the 

country signified its decision to step aside from the 

conflict, non-involvement. 

Further, countries in the Middle East have gained 

considerable bargaining power, some emerging as a 
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critical influence in the region and others gaining 

strategic partners. Iran is a classic case of a country that 

the United States should reckon with. Iran is 

commanding key influences within contemporary 

geopolitics, especially the Syria and Israel conflict [27]. 

Washington has chosen to take a strategic approach when 

dealing with such nations like Iran. The United States and 

other powers are negotiating with Iran on its nuclear 

program, which is an extraordinary circumstance 

compared to how the United States dealt with the Iraq 

threat. Interestingly, President Hassan Rouhani supports 

the Assad government and Hamas and Hezbollah. With 

lessons from Iraq, Afghanistan, and Libya involvement, 

it is arguable that the United States prefers order over 

chaos. While the United State is still a hegemony over 

the Middle Eastern countries. 

5. COUNTER ARGUMENT 

The argument that the US's involvement in the 

Middle East has been diminishing. since 2011 is subject 

to broad scholarly arguments. Byman and Moller [8] 

argue that the United States continues to posit several 

critical interests in the Middle East; (a) fighting terrorism 

and Islamic militants; (b) preventing nuclear 

proliferation; (c) maintaining Israel's security; and (d) 

promoting democratization. The evidence of United 

States involvement is widespread, and more importantly, 

these efforts counter the retreating thesis. Although the 

Obama administration resisted large-scale military 

involvement in Iraq, in 2014, it prevents Islamic State 

advances in Iraq through airstrikes on the militants. In 

2019, the Trump administration conducted air raids that 

killed Iraq general Qasem Soleimani, who was 

considered a threat to the United States [3]. Despite 

commitments to withdraw, the United States continued 

to provide humanitarian aid to conflict-affected areas and 

displaced Iraqis. Regarding safeguarding the United 

States oil interest within the Middle East region, a lot has 

changed. Today, the United States does not depend on the 

region's oil [1]. However, most United States allies, and 

partners (Japan, South Korea, Philippine, Singapore, and 

Taiwan) depend on the Middle East and thus need to 

safeguard the region. Equally important, the United 

States has not abandoned efforts to secure Israel, which 

significantly draws Washington to Middle East politics 

and relations. Israel is a United States partner united with 

a common dedication to democracy, economic success, 

and regional security [8].  

Therefore, the retreating hypothesis is misplaced with 

the United States remaining steadfast in supporting Israel 

against Iran, Syria, and Palestine. The main 

counterargument on United States' retreating role in the 

Middle East is that the US is not only interested in 

defeating terrorism within the region or reasserting 

global dominance. Instead, there is considerable 

legitimate interest, including pushing back China's 

predatory trade practices. Stephen H. Gotowicki and his 

colleague Bernard Reich argue that the United States' 

zealousness in safeguarding the Middle Eastern region 

was partly influenced by the Soviet threat, which 

diminished by the end of the 20th century [8] [35]. With 

China seeking to exert global dominance, the United 

States is unlikely to stand by and watch [36]. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The argument that the US's involvement in the 

Middle East has been diminishing. since 2011 is subject 

to broad scholarly arguments. Byman and Moller [8] 

argue that the United States continues to posit several 

critical interests in the Middle East; (a) fighting terrorism 

and Islamic militants; (b) preventing nuclear 

proliferation; (c) maintaining Israel's security; and (d) 

promoting democratization. The evidence of United 

States involvement is widespread, and more importantly, 

these efforts counter the retreating thesis. Although the 

Obama administration resisted large-scale military 

involvement in Iraq, in 2014, it prevents Islamic State 

advances in Iraq through airstrikes on the militants. In 

2019, the Trump administration conducted air raids that 

killed Iraq general Qasem Soleimani, who was 

considered a threat to the United States [3]. Despite 

commitments to withdraw, the United States continued 

to provide humanitarian aid to conflict-affected areas and 

displaced Iraqis. Regarding safeguarding the United 

States oil interest within the Middle East region, a lot has 

changed. Today, the United States does not depend on the 

region's oil [1]. However, most United States allies, and 

partners (Japan, South Korea, Philippine, Singapore, and 

Taiwan) depend on the Middle East and thus need to 

safeguard the region. Equally important, the United 

States has not abandoned efforts to secure Israel, which 

significantly draws Washington to Middle East politics 

and relations. Israel is a United States partner united with 

a common dedication to democracy, economic success, 

and regional security [8].  

Therefore, the retreating hypothesis is misplaced with 

the United States remaining steadfast in supporting Israel 

against Iran, Syria, and Palestine. The main 

counterargument on United States' retreating role in the 

Middle East is that the US is not only interested in 

defeating terrorism within the region or reasserting 

global dominance. Instead, there is considerable 

legitimate interest, including pushing back China's 

predatory trade practices. Stephen H. Gotowicki and his 

colleague Bernard Reich argue that the United States' 

zealousness in safeguarding the Middle Eastern region 

was partly influenced by the Soviet threat, which 

diminished by the end of the 20th century [8] [35]. With 

China seeking to exert global dominance, the United 

States is unlikely to stand by and watch [36]. 
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